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Overall situation in Finland; 700 hydropower facilities, 4 500 dams, 40 000 barriers 
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Dams and barriers in Finland

European Barrier Atlas 
(amber.international)

This is a compilation of 
630,000 unique barrier 
records from existing 
datasets and the full 
barrier picture includes at 
least 400,000 additional 
barrier points whose 
locations are being 
modelled.

https://amber.international/european-barrier-atlas/
https://amber.international/european-barrier-atlas/


- Southern Savonia located in the Finnish lake district

- 2 RBMPs: River Kymijoki - Gulf of Finland, River Vuoksi

Dams and barriers in Finland – case Southern Savonia

- Number of dams causing a 
complete barrier sorted by 
catchment area
• <10 km2: 14
• 10–100 km2: 66
• 100–1000 km2: 18
• 1000–10 000 km2: 1

Map from ec-europa.eu

- Several dam removals 
already made in recent 
years and more to come 
(in planning phase)



How to proceed: prioritization nationally or low hanging fruits? 

Top-Down (Sweden) vs. Bottom-Up (Finland)

● Pros and cons of dam removal implementation procedures

● Why do we need prioritization?

● One big or ten small?

● Cost-effectiviness

● Why is it easier if owner is willing..? Economical compensation 

might be needed if not



Are we just collecting free 

flowing river kilometers or 

should we calculate habitat 

availability?



● Governmental funding (usually max. 50%) has led to large 

projects with public interest, but also significant owner’s 

interest (hydropower) -> needs economical compensation

● Obsolete dams, dams without owner or other reasons where 

there is nobody responsible for the permit -> who takes the 

initiative for the removal, might not need economical 

compensation

Ecological priorities and economic limitations

Is it always about the money 

OR

Should we aim for the best outcome



+ high ecological potential

+ supportive public opinion

+ government policy 

- political decision making

- flood protection

- electricity prices 

- security of supply

- permanent rights/permits



● National guidance on how to proceed in large scale – helps regional decision 

making

● Regional authorities and local actors know their region and possibilities

● Hands-on-for-dam-removal guidance material needed

What to prioritize and what is the best scale?

The right answer of course does not exist… But we must keep 

these in our minds


